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Is anyone teaching archery in your shop? Are there 
any coaches at your local archery club? If there are 
some coaches, are they teaching the proper skills 

that are recognized and presented in the programs of the 
national organizations? Are new archers learning stan-
dardized safety rules and biomechanically sound skills or 
just � inging arrows any way possible?

� ese are important questions to archers and shop owners 
everywhere for several reasons. First, far too many of us learned 
archery with only the well-intended help of a few friends who 
passed along many home-spun tips and techniques that seemed 
to work, at least well enough to make our arrows stick into a rub-
ber deer target. In my case, that target was an old Tide soapbox 
stu� ed with cardboard – way too many years ago to remember.

Second, many of us (maybe all of us) have developed at least 
one bad habit during our years in archery and didn’t, or don’t, 
have any idea about how to change that habit for the better.

� ird and last, we’ve all done some things that were just not 
safe. I mean really unsafe stu�  that no one should be doing with 
bows and arrows; even kids’ plastic bows can injure someone if 
not used safely. We need to know safe archery!

Without a doubt, we need coaches teaching archery. We 
need lots of coaches. Coaches, who know the proper techniques, 

know safe archery rules and have the basic teaching skills need-
ed to present these concepts in a way that is safe, interesting, fun 
and easily understood. In other words, we need coaches who 
have been trained and certi� ed by our national organizations 
so that our sport grows through the addition of properly skilled 
new archers because safe and skilled archers have more fun and 
stay in the sport longer.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Several years ago, representatives of three national organi-

zations—the United States Archery Association (USAA), � e 
National Field Archery Association (NFAA) and the Archery 
Shooters Association (ASA)—gathered together to collectively 
build new coach certi� cation courses. � ree courses were 
adopted by these organizations as part of their standardized cur-
riculum. � e Level One and Level Two courses are designed to 

Teaching Proper Technique
Using a Certifi ed Coach

 Lisa Folajtar and A. T. Gillespie, owners of Archery Addictions, 
opened their new shop earlier this year to lots of interested 
archers’ delight. One of their � rst priorities was coaching. They 
contacted Denise Shirk from nearby Bethlehem to certify their 
sta�  with a Level One Instructors’ program and then later con-
tacted me to present a Level Three Coaches’ Course. They knew 
that trained coaches would make a di� erence to youth archers 
and their parents.

The Saturday youth program at Archery Addictions begins at 
10:00 a.m. with basic shooting instruction and a little practice. 
At 11:00 a.m., the kids are ready for some fun shooting at � ying 
discs with their foam-tipped arrows.

By Larry WiseBy Larry Wise
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teach basic instruction techniques for coaches of programs like 
summer camps and archery clubs. You may know these two 
courses by their other names: Basic Instructors’ Course and 
Intermediate Instructors’ Course.

Contact Information:
USAA:  www.usarchery.org
NFAA:  www.nfaa-archery.org
ASA:  www.asaarchery.com

LEVEL THREE COMMUNITY COACHES’ COURSE
� e Level � ree Course, or the Community Coaches’ 

Course, is designed to be the � rst level course for those who 
want to enter an archery coaching career. � is 20 hour course 
introduces potential coaches to topics and concepts that will 
enable them to help archers learn proper archery techniques in 
a safe and e� ective manner.

� e essential coaching concepts presented in the Level 
� ree course are:

1. Coaching Philosophy
2. Recurve and Compound Shooting Form Models
3. Goal Building and Setting
4. Basic Bow Tuning
5. Mental Game Building
6. Tournament Preparation Skills
7. Training Plan Building
8. One-On-One and Group Teaching Skills
9. Teaching Camp Instructors
You can see that these concepts are designed to give a 

beginning coach the foundation he or she needs to begin work-
ing with individual athletes and with groups of athletes. In my 
mind, these concepts enable a coach to do the following with 
an archer-athlete who comes to them for coaching.

COACHING SKILLS AT WORK
STEP ONE:  Observe the Athlete
STEP TWO: Evaluate the Athlete Relative to a
  Standard Form Model

STEP THREE: Write a Correction Plan
STEP FOUR: Implement Corrections
STEP FIVE: Set Goals
STEP SIX: Build a Training Plan
One thing to note about the � rst four steps in this sequence 

is that they are a cycle for coaching. Each time the athlete comes 
to you for a learning session, you must begin again by observing 
the athlete, evaluating, writing corrections and implementing 
them.

� e last two steps get revised periodically as needed. For 
instance, following a tournament, the coach and athlete must 
review the goals that have been set and reset them for the next 
important date in the future. A new training plan can then be 
built around achieving those new goals.

� ere is a seventh step – Teach Others to Instruct Basic 
Archery Skills – that coaches have to learn as well. It deserves 
mention later.

Each of the six steps in this coaching routine is supported by 
the information and skills taught in the Level � ree Community 
Coaches’ Course. Here’s how.

STEP ONE: Observation Skills
Knowing where to stand when you watch an archer shoot 

is important. Of course, you don’t stand in front of him or her 
or you’ll get yourself shot! We all, at least, know that much. You 
could also guess that standing face-to-face with your archer/
student would give you some very useful information about his/
her shoulder position as well as his/her head, arms, hands and 
hip positions. You can also see his/her stance.

I � nd that standing behind the drawing and holding elbow 
is most helpful in several areas. First and foremost, I can see if 
the bow is adjusted to the proper draw length by whether or not 
the archer’s forearm and elbow are in line with the arrow or not. 
An alternate position here is to stand on a stepladder or chair in 
order to see this alignment from an elevated position. Since I’m 
taller than most people, I have this view naturally. Secondly, I 
get to check the vertical body alignment. � irdly, I get to watch 
the follow-through.

Another good 
position is looking 
at the archer’s back. 
Here again you get to 
see the head, shoul-
ders, arms, hips and 
stance. I also like to 
see the back of the 
bow hand.

Another view I 
like is from a dis-
tance. Watch your 
student from about 
10 yards and you’ll 
see how each of his/
her form steps � ows 
from one into anoth-
er. � is is important 
for more advanced 
archers and that is 
also why I use videos 
for students so they 

position is looking 
at the archer’s back. 
Here again you get to 
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see the back of the 
bow hand.

like is from a dis-
tance. Watch your 
student from about 
10 yards and you’ll 
see how each of his/
her form steps � ows 
from one into anoth-
er. � is is important 
for more advanced 
archers and that is 

When A. T. launches a foam skeet disc, the arrows � y. Once in a while, an arrow actually hits a disc but one 
thing is for sure: everyone has fun on every shot. If your space doesn’t allow for this activity, I’m sure you can 
use balloons, cards or dollar bills to create a great fun activity at the end of your lesson.
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can see the “� ow” of their form sequence.
You can tell your archer/student what you see but that can 

end up badly, as some students will want to question the coach’s 
eyesight. Don’t go there! Get your camera, take still pictures of 
your full-draw archer from each of these positions and simply 
show him or her the pictures. Usually, you don’t have to say 
anything – it’s obvious. � at’s a big deal to me because then the 
student not only recognizes the problem; he/she also needs to 
know how to � x it and when that happens, he/she needs your 
help and you get to “build trust” with your student.

As I mentioned already, I use videos for my more advanced 
students. Usually, their needs involve transitioning from one 
step to another. � ey also need to be aware of when certain form 
elements are happening – do things at the appropriate time and 
the shot is executed correctly and in a repeatable manner.

STEP TWO: Evaluation
Once you have observed the archer, you must begin your 

evaluation of his/her shooting form. Here is where good training 
is really important. Here is where knowing the standard form 
model for shooting recurve and compound bows, � e National 
Training System, is critical to your stu- dent’s success.

Knowing the model is like having the blueprint for what 
you  want your student to be. Comparing the biomechanically-
sound NTS form models to your student’s body positions allows 
you to note his/her strengths and weaknesses. Without the 
model for comparison, you can only guess at what is good and 
what is not by using home-spun archery, an idea that may work 
in the short term but many times places the body in poor bio-
mechanical positions that produce weak long term performance.

Good biomechanics produces repeated performance, so 
certi� ed coaches learn and use the NTS models. � e models 
teach an archer how to most e�  ciently transfer the holding of 
the bow into his/her back muscles. � is e� ort then produces 
a relaxed drawing-arm and a more consistent and accurate 
release. We have to teach students to minimize muscle by opti-
mizing skeleton use. � is is the “easy button” for archery.

STEP THREE: Write a Correction Plan

Once you have evaluated your stdent’s form – both position 
and action – then and only then does it make sense to write (yes, 
write) a plan of correction. Writing it on paper or recording it 
on your laptop or smartphone is the best way to make sure you 
accomplish it. Recording and continually checking a student’s 
plan is how the serious archer and coach gets things done.

My approach to plan writing is to record two or three high 
priority issues that need attention and begin working on those. 
Typically, I pick those issues that occur earliest in the sequence 
of 12 form elements that I teach. (Usually, it’s an archer’s bow 
hand – 99 percent of my students need work on their bow hands. 
Even the most skilled archers that I have worked with need to be 
reminded about their bow hands.) Many also need work on their 
release hands, whether they use � ngers or release aids. A third 
may be an archer’s head position.

� ree issues to work on are enough for a start because it 
takes the average human learner about 20 days to learn a single 
new habit. � e proper practice habits mixed with a good prac-
tice plan will yield results on a single form issue in three weeks. 
� e student can then work on the next issue in his/her plan over 
the next three weeks. And so on it goes until six or eight months 
later, the learner has developed a much more reliable and repeat-
able form and is ready for some serious scoring rounds.

STEP FOUR: Implementing the Plan
Here’s where good teaching and communication skills 

come into play. I insist on being with my learners one-on-one 
to guide their every move as we begin working on, for example, 
bow hand. First describing and then demonstrating are the most 
helpful methods to use. � en you can actually help the learner 
place his/her own hand correctly, keep it relaxed during the raise 
and draw steps and maintain that relaxed condition through the 
release of the arrow.

Words create pictures in students’ minds. � is means that 
part of the Level � ree course has to focus on choosing the best 
words for teaching a given form element. Essentially, we tell 
students what to do and how to do it by using positive reinforce-
ment and staying away from telling them what not to do.

The next � ve pictures are a series I use to 
observe and evaluate a student archer’s 
form. I always begin with a front view so 
I can see stance, vertical alignment and 
head and shoulder position, among others.

The second picture I rely on is of the bow 
hand. Since 99 percent of my students 
need work on their bows, I record pictures 
so we can see how much work has to be 
done. Later, we can take more of the cor-
rected hand position.

Taking a picture from behind the archer’s 
elbow is essential to determining if the 
archer’s bow is set to the proper draw 
length. If it is, then his/her elbow and 
forearm will be in line behind the arrow. A 
top view is a real asset here if you have a 
balcony or loft so you can stand above the 
archer.
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Being there for every second of the � rst few shots is essential 
for me in order to be sure the student does it right and “feels” the 
right method at work. Archery is a “feel” sport and you must do 
all you can to help your students feel the correct archery form.

Using still pictures here is also good. 
Once the archer gets the bow hand cor-
rectly placed and relaxed, be sure to take 
a picture for that person – it’s a positive 
reward. Make sure the archer gets the 
pictures on � le so that they can be viewed 
when that person is practicing alone. He 
or she can also compare new pictures 
taken on their own with the correct pic-
tures you give to him or her.

Eventually, you must be sure that your 
student can complete the skill correctly 
on his own. He must do it without any 
prompting from you before he goes home 
to practice on his own. If you do this, then 
you can be reasonably con� dent that he 
(or she) will practice the skill properly by 
himself instead of reverting to the “old 
ways.”

I like my students to perform a new 
skill about 20 times with my assistance, 
then take a short break. Following the 
break, allow them to perform the skill 
alone but be ready to give guidance if 
they falter at any point. Repeat this “short 
break” several times until your students 
can come o�  the break and perform the 
skill correctly � ve or six times. Now they 
are ready to go home to practice.

I review the written correction plan 

with my students before I send them home 
and answer their last remaining questions. 
� en I have them shoot a few � nal shots to 

be sure that they are correctly performing the skill in question.
STEP FIVE: Setting Goals
Plans of correction get the job done when you as a coach 

have fostered a good line of communication and trust with your 

Viewing an archer’s back will give you another look at posture. From here, you can see 
the head, shoulders, draw elbow height and body lean. The student can take one look, 
see what you see and know instantly what needs correcting – often without one word 
from you. Notice my class of coaches looking on as we discuss what we’re seeing and 
why I view from di� erent angles.

I take a picture of the back of the bow 
hand so I can see the “white knuckles” that 
show up when a hand is tense. I can also see 
if the bow hand is the same on this picture 
as it was on the previous front view of the 
bow hand.
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student. � rough this process, the student 
archer develops a reasonable skill level and desires to compete 
or to book that special hunting trip. � is means it’s time for the 
student archer to set some goals.

Goal setting is a neat exercise but if the student is le�  on his/
her own, it can turn out to be disastrous. Without some level of 
guidance from the coach, the student may set goals that are not 
realistic, not timely or not measurable. � e coach has to under-
stand the concept of “goal setting,” so that is a major concept in 
the Level � ree Coaches’ Course.

In the L3 course, we teach the concept of SMART goals. 
SMART is an acronym for Speci� c, Measurable, Attainable, 
Realistic and Timely. Goals should be all of these with emphasis 
on choosing what’s best for your student at a particular time.

Course time is spent de� ning three types of SMART goals: 
Outcome Based, Performance Based and Process Based. Most 
students want to choose an outcome goal like “winning” the 
next tournament but that is not appropriate for most beginners 
or intermediate archers, so you as the coach have to guide them 
to another type of goal.

Performance goals o� en relate to shooting personal best 
scores. An example would be, “I will shoot � ve points above my 
average at Sunday’s tournament.”

At the heart of student learning, however, is the use of 
Process Goals. � is goal type focuses on learning and achiev-
ing a level of success for a certain process or skill. Example: “I 
will execute 50 out of 60 shots with correct back tension during 
Sunday’s tournament.” � is kind of goal builds better archers 
who can, at a later time, achieve the � rst place kind of goal.

Goals have to be monitored by both the coach and the stu-
dent. � at’s why they have to be written down in a student note-
book or in a computer. � ey have to be reviewed on a regular 
basis and rewritten as needed if the student is to make real and 
steady progress. Coaches have to be willing to do this and have 
the skills needed to communicate it to their students.

STEP SIX: Writing & Implementing a Training Plan
Once goals are set, a schedule of when and how they are to 

be reached must be written. � at means a Training Plan must be 
built to meet the needs of the athlete.

For the purpose of training, it is convenient to think of your 
time in small, medium and long blocks. � e terms used here are 
Micro Cycles of 6-10 days, Meso Cycles of 4-6 weeks and Macro 
Cycles of about a year in length.

A good coach knows that training for next year begins now. 
� erefore, the coach must work with the athlete to choose those 
few really important tournaments in next year’s schedule for 
which the athlete has goals set. Planning for those is then broken 
into smaller time units, Meso Cycles, beginning at the tourna-
ment date and working backward toward the present.

We work backwards because we always know what training 
has to take place in the last few days and weeks leading up to the 
tournament date. Usually, that involves shooting many o�  cial 
practice rounds and working on a mental game plan.

As planning gets further back from the tournament and 
closer to the present, training must be di� erent. Training in the 
� rst few months, for instance, must consist of form improve-
ment and equipment tuning. Mapping this out in a week to week 
format and making it � t the athlete’s schedule is vital to success 
next year.

Good coaches learn that training must vary in load (num-
ber of arrows, intensity and time) and activity. Shooting 500 
arrows a day for several weeks only succeeds in breaking down 
an athlete, so one has to work smarter than that. Two days o�  
each week is a must to my way of thinking; you have to give the 
body time to recover and become stronger.

Level � ree coaches learn the basics of planning. Learning 
how to listen to athletes and work with them to build their 
unique plans takes time and experience.

My friend Ron from Penn State Archery is 
taking part in the Recurve Lab portion of 
the weekend class. Everyone got to use the 
recurve bow and learn about the National 
Training System that is being taught by 
USA Archery. Coaches have to be able to 
teach both compound form and recurve 
form.

My class of coaches at Lancaster Archery Supply is watching as I take pictures of Doc 
McCune during the Compound Lab portion of the class. The Level Three course I teach 
involves lots of participation. Activities stimulate retention of what is being learned.
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TEACHING THE LEVEL ONE & TWO COURSES
� e Level � ree coach must also learn to teach the Level 

One Basic and the Level Two Intermediate Instructors’ courses. 
Teaching others to instruct is how we can reach the maximum 
number of archers and pass along proper safety and shooting 
techniques. � ese are simple courses to teach but they must be 
taught e� ectively and thoroughly.

A few of the simple teaching techniques learned are:
Setting an objective for each lesson.
Writing a time-period lesson plan.
Incorporating drills that teach the skills needed.
Learning to teach the archer’s “T” position.
Listening to the student.
Observation positions.
Camera use.
Positive language skills.
Writing correction plans.

THE LEVEL ONE BASIC INSTRUCTORS’ COURSE
Anyone wanting to operate a short term youth archery 

program should and must have the Basic Certi� cate earned 
through completion of the Level One Instructors’ Course. � is 
certi� cate and the others described here are all available through 
the USAA, NFAA and ASA national organizations and attest to 
the training required to manage and instruct youth who have 
little or no experience in archery.

Level One instructors must be at least age 15 (18 for NFAA). 
However, at least one instructor of age 18 or older must be 
present when any archery program is in 
progress. � e certi� cate is good for 10 
years and is issued by the Level One course 
instructor upon completion of the eight to 
10 hours of instruction.

� e three main areas of learning in 
this course are:

Learning to shoot a bow.
Learning how to teach archery.
Learning how to manage a short  

  term archery program.
To facilitate the learning in these 

three areas, the following course content 
has been established:

Introduction
Safety Orientation
Archery Range Setup
Steps of Shooting a Bow
Teaching New Archers
Developing Archery Skills
Equipment Management
Archery Program Development
Archery History
Archery Vocabulary Terms
At the conclusion of the course, the 

instructors must take and pass a short test 
on the above topics.

THE LEVEL TWO INTERMEDIATE 
INSTRUCTORS’ COURSE

� e Intermediate Course is designed 

to prepare instructors to teach both beginning and intermediate 
level archers and to also teach the Level One Instructors’ course. 
� e course is 12 to 16 hours long, including a session-ending 
test. Teaching techniques for both recurve and compound 
shooting form are stressed in Level Two, as is the teaching and 
certi� cation of Level One instructors.

� e Level Two course content is as follows:
Introduction to the Sport of Archery and Its    

  Organizations and Games
Review Basic Instructor Course
Review Steps of  Shooting Form For Both Recurve and   

  Compound Bows
Methods of Instruction
Archery Class Formats and Lesson Building
Class Drills and Skills
Teaching the Level One Course
Once certi� ed as a Level Two instructor, you are able to 

teach and sign the certi� cates for Level One instructors. So, if 
you are a camp director, you can certify your archery instructors 
for each camp season and eliminate the hassle of � nding some-
one else to do it each year. Likewise, a shop owner can certify 
instructors as needed for each youth or beginner league season.

HOSTING A LEVEL TWO COURSE
When you get serious enough about selling archery goods 

and services that you open your own shop, then I assume you 
intend to do it for the long term. Or, I assume that if you take a 
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job at an archery retailer, then the store 
owner intends to stay in business for 
lots of years. In either case, the “long-
term” concept requires that you deal 
with those who have little or no experi-
ence in archery and, therefore, need a 
bit of coaching to get them going in the 
proper direction. It’s tending to the needs 
of these folks that garners that “repeat” 
business keeping your shop doors open 
for the long term.

With that in mind, why not invest a little time into learn-
ing the basics of 
coaching and teach 
your new archers 
the proper way to 
shoot and practice? 
Helping the new 
customers bene� ts 
you as a shop owner 
because these new 
archers will come 
back for more. � ey 
will come back 
knowing that you 
provide certified, 
proper and stan-
dardized archery 
instruction. Before 
long, they will be 
your old “reliable” 
customers upon 
which you build a 
successful business.

If you have a few shooting lanes or a 
local club nearby, then you can host a coach 
certi� cation class for yourself and those 
archers interested in doing a little teaching. 
It doesn’t take much space to teach archery; 
just a target butt and a few yards’ distance 
are all that is needed. I like to say that “to 

learn good archery skills you don’t need practice walking, you 
need practice shooting,” and 2 or 3 yards is distance enough.

If you and the others in your group have some archery 
experience – I assume that any shop owner would – then you 
need only contact USA Archery to � nd an instructor in your 
area who can present the course you need (a list was attached 
to my November column—see page 93 of that issue or � nd 
it online at ArrowTradeMag.com). Most experienced archers 
would start with the Level Two Intermediate Instructors’ course. 
As mentioned above, the time frame needed is about 12 hours. 
� e more experienced the group, the less time it takes to develop 
the knowledge level and basic teaching skills needed to instruct 
small groups of beginners and intermediate skilled archers, 
which is, of course, the main objective.

� e cost is minimal at $25 per materials packet plus the 
course instructor’s fee. You’ll have to contact the instructor 
to learn his/her fee schedule and the cost of his/her expenses. 
Some charge on a “per student” basis while others may have a 
set minimum fee.

I like to have enough chairs and tables for everyone – we 
do lots of note taking. You will also need a large monitor so 
everyone can view PowerPoint presentations or video examples 
of shooting form. A marker board, markers and an easel would 
also be helpful. In my own case, I usually bring all of these with 

 How you view archery is important. So 
we are all on the same page on this view, 
I tape this poster to the wall so all can see 
it for the entire weekend. Everything we 
do with our form must be geared to repeat 
the shot, so as a class we refer often to 
this concept that I learned from former 
Olympic Coach Bud Fowkes.

Also on display for the weekend is this 
poster. Most archers know what to do to 
shoot an arrow and many know how to 
do all the steps correctly but they are still 
not successful. Why? They are missing that 
one ingredient that makes it all repeat at 
the highest level – timing. Doing the cor-
rect form elements at the proper time is 
essential to elite performance. Adjusting 
the bow hand, changing head position or 
shifting your stance after you’ve reached 
full-draw-position is not a repeatable 
activity and so many do these things. 
Doing things at the appropriate time 
allows you to shoot 60 arrows using only 
one shot routine while others are shooting 
60 arrows using 60 di� erent shot routines 
and wondering why they are not getting 
good results.

How you use your conscious mind while 
shooting for score is vital to your success. 
If you are focused on “shooting a 10” while 
standing at full draw aiming, you quite 
often are not going to succeed. The arrow 
landing in the 10-ring is a future event and 
you must shoot the arrow in the present. 
That means you must get your mind in the 
present while executing the shot. Engage 
in present process thinking by using the 
objective of executing this shot with back 
tension.
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me just to be sure I have them.
You should also have several 15 – 20 pound recurve bows 

and several 40 pound adjustable-draw compounds available. � e 
light weight makes it easy for everyone to draw the bow to prop-
er full-draw-position and, therefore, learn the proper technique. 
I always bring my own back tension release aids (TRU Ball Sweet 
Spots) with me for that training – some course instructors may 
use only trigger type release aids.

 At the conclusion of the course, the instructors will be 
able to manage the operation of a safe and e� ective archery 
learning program. Also, they will be able to teach the Level One 
Instructors’ course and issue the corresponding certi� cate.

If and when you have several Level Two coaches in your 
area, then you may want to host a Level � ree course. � at 
requires $35 for the materials plus the instructor’s fee. Again, 
this course takes about 20 hours and can be done in a weekend 
if you start on Friday evening. I’ve taught two of these courses in 
the last several months with good success.

What are You Getting from a Certi� ed Coach?
Here’s a list of 10 ways that I think a certi� ed coach who 

teaches in your shop (or at your club) can help your business. A 
certi� ed coach can:

Organize and teach a Saturday youth program.
Teach adult lessons.
Teach Level One and Two instructors to help with youth.
Teach proper body position and form for recurve and   

  compound bows.
Properly � t bows to match archers’ body positions.
Teach proper release aid technique.
Assist with bow tuning.
Help organize leagues.
Help minimize the e� ects of target panic.
Prepare archers for competition.

CONCLUSION
A Level � ree coach must spend the time and money to 

take the 20 hour course. He or she may have travel expenses if 
the course o� ered is not close by. Further, the coach must pass 
the end-of-course test, submit an application with his test and 
undergo a background check. When all of this is completed and 
approved, then, and only then, will he or she get his or her cer-
ti� cate. � at’s a real commitment!

I had 31 coaches take the Level � ree course at two loca-
tions in October. � e � rst was at a new and really fantastic shop 
called Archery Addictions, located in Walnutport, Pennsylvania, 
just north of Allentown. � e second was at one of my favorite 
places, Lancaster Archery Supply, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
Some coaches traveled four or � ve hours to get there and my hat 
is o�  to all of them – they were sensational to work with and will 
all make good coaches.

We need more trained coaches, we need more Level Two 
and � ree courses to be taught and we need more shops and 
clubs to host them. If you’re thinking about doing that, please 
give the USAA, the NFAA or the ASA a call. � e investment of 
your time will be well worth it to your bottom line.

My archery success came through lots of trial and error. It 
took a long time to do it that way but I made it happen somehow. 

Believe me when I say, “It’s easier than that if you have a certi� ed 
coach.” And it will take you a lot less time!

Keep well, shoot straight.                                             Larry

Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one 
and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form. 
Reach him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him at 
(717) 436-9168. Larry has a DVD titled Core Archery Back 
Tension: De� ned and Demonstrated. � e DVD is available 
at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past articles 
by Larry Wise at the twin web sites of ArrowTrade. Use 
arrowtrademag.com for high speed connections or see 
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.
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